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=> New England Style Fortunetelling - Introduction <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #1

Hello.  Well, thank you for your interest in this subject.  However small 
or large your interest may be, thank you for it.

So what is our subject in Letter #1.? ..
.. .. What i'm calling “New England Style Fortunetelling”.

Yes, over time New Englanders have developed a distinct regional style 
of Psychic Divination that is excellent, in the sense that it is very 
competent indeed, with a wide variety of Psychic Arts offered to the 
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Letters From The Farm #1

I would like to explain why that is this essay's alternative title.
I have a blog, and this essay will be my first post in several weeks,
so a few Loyal Readers might be worried whether or not i escaped

the Threatening Situation revealed in the last existing posts. I did!!

I am now healing from those wounds at A SACRED PLACE, a farm
in the Upper Valley of New Hampshire, quite near New England's

Geographic Center, where Land Energies erupt out of Open Hearts
of these mountains.  My Soul is Resting, my Sanity is Healing, and my
Body is preparing to meet Winter.  I'm at A Sacred Place among Good

Friends, who love, respect me, look after me, for what i am.
My Friends A Sacred Place .. www.facebook.com/aspnh.org
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Client, and very humane, and helpful, and reasonable, and fair.  In 
short, neighborly.

I found it in place here when I arrived as a young man, escaping alive 
from a war, and chasing a lady's skirt in search of Understanding, like 
Lost Soldiers do, back in the 1970's.  And i've traced it in history very 
clearly as far back as the 1820's, with glimpses earlier.

Yes, it's no surprise really, New Englanders have developed an 
exceptional practice of Psychic Divination, including some of the best 
qualities that New Englanders think of as their own, and foremost:

Courage, in offering wide skills, which touch different regions, often 
quite distinctly different, of the Psychic World.

And nowadays an old prejudice against divination is fading, .. for now 
we know, this is something human beings have done everywhere thru 
history, .. and now that prejudice is fading, we are more free to openly 
examine and claim this regional achievement in The Occult.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

Well then, who am I, Stone Riley, bringing the subject to you?

First, I would like you, please, to think of me as a decent Amateur 
Historian.

Understand, NOT a Professional Historian, I am definitely not up to a 
Professional level of History Scholarship.

And I certainly invite better scholars to this field of study, the SOCIAL 
HISTORY Of FORTUNETELLING.  Evidence is available, for example in 
museum collections, but going unstudied.  And i suggest: Research an 
1820's, and later, homemade Parlor Card Game called “FATE”.

But you know what I mean.  Learning history is one of our region's 
favorite pastimes.  Look at the excellent museums we have, and the 
countless folks who attend them.  And look at Costumed Reenacting, a 
very popular hobby.  Some of you here probably can proudly claim the 
title of Amateur Historian too.

For myself, i'm saying that i've put quite a lot of energy into it, and 
earned a couple of Amateur Credentials.

For one, I've held a Volunteer Teaching position, part-time teaching in 
authentic costume at one of those Great Museums, playing the part of 
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an 1830's Small Town Businessman, standing at the dawn of Modern 
Capitalism, with stylish top hat and cravat, most Fridays for 5 years.

Furthermore, and you might enjoy this one, I took 3 years to write a 
well-researched Historical Romance Novel, with dangerous adventure, 
Time Travel, and a startling last-minute Happy Ending, a more 
formidable challenge than you might imagine.

Why would I like you to know this?

Well, i'm proud of my credentials.  Also, we want to avoid constructing a
False History, and I want you to know that i'm mindful of this.

A False History, let's not create one.  You know a famous example: The 
First Thanksgiving, a bright happy legend, of a Friendship Feast between
the early European settlers and the Natives, which was told for true in 
this region for a long time, and it's not true.

So I'd like you to know that I am quite aware of the False History 
hazard, and want to avoid it in this matter.

But be the older history what it may, this New England Fortunetelling 
Style is practiced now, and was when I arrived, and came to admire it, 
in the 1970's.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

Second, i'd like you to think of me, please, as a Public-Interest 
Fortuneteller, doing Divination for the public good,
And i'd like you to know a thing or two,
So listen, please.

First, there is no reason to lose Hope.
There IS good reason to think:: The Good we do now will enlarge
the Total Goodness In The World, on beyond the World Transition,
whatever this World Transition turns out to be, that seems likely,
for so say respected ancient philosophies, such as Greek Alchemy.
And i Hope this Thought brings Hope to You.

Second::
Teaching has always been a great comfort to me,
most truly a great comfort now in my old age,
and teaching of the Psychic Arts, most of all.

If you want to know why that's such a comfort;
put simply, your viewpoint is enormously enlarged,
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suddenly knowing our minds and bodies are far more,
than our familiar conscious minds and physical bodies,
realize “inanimate” things are Thinking Beings like you.

So what's that like?

It's often felt as a shattering explosion of insight,
when all you did was try an unfamiliar Mental Process,
And a thing you'd have SWORN was impossible happens,
Physical Objects, in your hands, all react to your thinking,
(they are objects that people tell you are a Famous Oracle,)
so you totally know the whole world is More Than Physical,
and you may find your fear of Death is washed away.

But what is that like?  Do you get used to it?

Yes, you get used to being in the Psychic World,
but how to describe it if you haven't been there?
I'll describe some similar Magic at that museum.

You know Story can be a portal to the Psychic World,
and this was my fourth busy summer there,
with strong History Stories packed as if in wheelbarrows,
ready to pick a needed one and roll it out of my mouth,
when this unusual, very urgent, need arose::

A case of brutal Racism by a Museum Visitor toward others,
in front of the busy Retail Counter in a display i was working,
there in my Paisley Vest and Cravat, my coat and hat on pegs;
A Gross Bigot dishonoring our museum, how to teach thru this?

Well, seeing the brutality took my breath a moment,
but then i saw the plan I had tucked away might be good:

A high seas adventure: “Voyage Of FREEDOM SHIP AMISTAD”:
How the Anti-Slavery Movement first reached FEVER PITCH,
in 1838, a New England story, is what I told, in plain voice,
and it opened a very brilliant Psychic Space,
like a choir had sung a sacred hymn, or something like that.

It must have been the brutal energy, plus my revulsion,
then the bright energies of that Place Of Education,
then the Animating Magic of Sacred Hero Story,
so i was simultaneously IN A PROPHETIC TRANCE,
IN 1838, foreseeing the Mighty Rise of Anti-Slavery,
something typical, of course, of Psychic Divination states.
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And when i woke from telling it,
i saw everyone had stopped to listen.
While the Bigot's targets, a loving family group,
with an innocent young child tucked between,
now all of them were tall and smiling,
and the Bigot had vanished away.

That's a true story;
and i would feel very complimented indeed,
if you thought of me as that kind of Fortuneteller.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: The Variety Of Psychic Arts Offered To Clients:>

I washed ashore, so to speak, in New England,
but my arrival was literally Foretold By Magic.

Yes, think of impoverished Young Folks around Boston,
And my first New Girlfriend, smiling curiously, little shrug,
while we're whispering in the rooming house 4th floor hallway,
so all the other lodgers wouldn't hear our business,
us warm from bed, she said that someone's Aunt,
or Mother, recently while she was visiting a friend,
had Read Her Palm,
and foretold taking in a wandering soldier.

And furthermore,
that summer I saw, in the idyllic Boston Public Garden,
a Glowing Vision like Arthur's Grail, but a Tarot Spread.

Yes, i was VERY ready for The Occult, very ready indeed,
to understand my scarcely-believable Army Adventures,
and me now grown, The Occult opened its arms to me.

And yes, as a kid,
i fervently wished for an adventurous life,
then both learned very widely,
and suffered dire loneliness for it,
in a version of Arthurian Lore i call Jack's Story,
being my reliving of Young SIR PERCIVAL's Grail Quest:
that is to say, UNCEASING but INEPT.

Something to note::
Palm Reading here seems to be from Old Eastern Europe,
while our Dowsing By Crystal touches Arthurian energies,
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altho Aura and Energy Arts here arose from Kundalini,
and our Tarot marries Ancient Greece with Stonehenge,
and our Art of Spirit Mediumship is our gift to the world.

I see New England practice as a box of exotic jewels.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: ?Do you know New England SPIRIT MEDIUMSHIP??:>

Look, please understand::
This extraordinary activity was developed,
out of the related Popular Activity of holding Parlor Seances,
developed on EMERGENCY BASIS, to serve the Dead Soldiers,
during and after the US. Civil War, with its massive slaughter.

Do you remember all the praise i heaped on our Practice,
as very Humane, Helpful, Reasonable, Neighborly, Fair?
That Social Bond, convened around the Reading Table,
that is the Extraordinary Thing making our CASUAL
INFORMALITY in Talking With The Dead possible.

The Casual Informality of our Spirit Mediumship!
It is astonishing, unlike any forms of Necromancy,
that I have ever read of around the world!

A Living Human Full Of Grief, walks in your tent;
with a glowing Beam Of Love flowing behind them;
and yes, then in walks Dead Human also full of Grief;
both sit down and you facilitate a friendly chat.

And that Zone Of Trust, of Fair Dealing,
is conjured into Social Existence from the start,
by a smart and careful way of Handling Their Money.

Money is always full of difficulties::
They know such as you might easily fool and rob them,
while you resent their inability to see your simple honesty,
and shouldn't a person like yourself do work like this for free??

Answer:: Understand the Human Instinct For Commerce,
and send Instinctive Signals that you're Applying For Work,
as The CLIENT'S LOYAL EMPLOYEE, as their Trusted Advisor,
for a Reasonable Fee, of course, and:: WHAM!!
HUMAN COMMERCIAL INSTINCT kicks in.
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Are you honest?
If so, you're now instinctively unable to betray them,
and they will instinctively test, then recognize that,
and so, bit by bit, they open their mind to you.

It can be like they open a little movie theater,
for example, and show intimacies of their life,
and if you're honest, you will pledge secrecy,
all that in a hope to be their honest partner,
a primal hope we get from our ancestors,
and of course, this can be done with any Psychic Art.

But i must get a bit more concrete.

Look, If your Client's feeling relaxed and easy,
for Heaven's sake, You DO SOMETHING about it, right?
Call them to order, get their attention and direct it Inward!
Introduce yourself as their Official Usher, Attendant, and Guide!
Good Luck! May Gods Bless! GRAB AN OAR!! The energy like that.

This is an excellent time to introduce the Terms Of Service,
so to speak, handling the money, and also the time,
so fairly that you awake the instinct of Trust;
yes, this is a GOOD time to Waken Trust.

And don't worry too much,
Might storm, but this is just a Harbor Tour,
of someone's stormy bay or estuary,
beside the great World Sea,
so call Client to attention,
teach them how to raise the sail,
you sit down by the rudder, and cast off;
and no surprise:: Do it kindly and they find their way.

So, you can even reach the Fountains Beyond Death, like that.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: ?How to conjure The HUMAN COMMERCIAL Instinct?:>

I am quite convinced,
by my life and the lives Clients share with me,
that our Ancestors, evolved in Nature, on Earth,
give us an Array Of Roles, beyond any stage play,
to guess Where We Are, and guess What To Do,
from moment to moment and year to year.
The purpose:: To help us live together.
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Look, imagine the perfect Psychic Fair here in New England::

A good Reader that day?
From moment to moment, blends Physician, Artist, Leader.

And the Clients?
Usually a bewildered, beat-up, hungry Stranded Traveler.

You need to equalize the Human Power between these
Immortal Souls; You must.

Since we stipulate this is a perfect NE. Psychic Fair,
there's a Ticket Desk that does the bookkeeping,
so now Client holds a beautiful printed Ticket,
with your Tent Number,
their Appointment Time and Reading Length,
written in with silver ink,
plus their Money Paid,
which you WOULD reimburse if Client isn't satisfied;

Their Ticket which Client reaches out to hand you,
you sipping a beverage in the shade by your tent,
and some Clients are testy from the Ticket Desk,
so there's that to deal with sometimes too;

To equalize the Human Power, it is time to build Trust.

So appeal to the Ancestors' Court, to our Human Instinct.
Think up a small ceremony of honest signals of Fair Dealing.

Show this: In every way that you could cheat, you're not;
Offer their payment back, and ask for their trust;
and answer ALL Questions of How It Works,
all before the Reading Timer Clock starts,
and watch for Trust to light their eyes,
a sudden smile to touch their lips.
THEN start the Timer Clock.
It is that hard or easy.

It's New England Style.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: !New England Rules For Handling Their Money & Time! :>
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Once you start,
you might find you're an enthusiast doing Divination freely,
(try it in Pillow Talk, in Erotic Situations, for example,)
so no rule can possibly be right for every Reading,
not even in New England.

I guess these rules are mainly thinking of a Psychic Fair,
also pertinent to other (!not all!) divination settings.

=#1:: Spirits can NEVER be COMPELLED to appear, and sometimes,
even for whole days, they Don't, and the Readers, like Proper Fools,
try, try, shake our heads, and offer whatever's our Favorite Theory,
and finally wretchedly declare: “I'm sorry, the atmosphere is cloudy,
how else can i help instead?” RULE: The Reading Timer starts over.

=#2:: With an Impoverished Client, the Reading Session really ought to
be almost, not exactly, Free Of Charge.  (So in Human Instinct you'll be 
Client's Employee.)  If possible, invent some Symbolic Ruse where the 
poor Client pays you even, for example, $.01.
.. Astonishingly, with our powerful Haggle Instinct, what often works is 
an “Anarchist Auction” where you offer a lower and lower price till 
finding one that feels “Respectable” to poor Client, maybe $.25.
.. But me being a Disreputable Artist, my FAVORITE gambit goes like 
this: >You write “OFFICIAL $100” boldly on a slip of paper.  >You offer 
to give Client $100 to perform any brief happy song, mentioning that's 
ALSO the cost of your Top Quality Readings.  >And so forth.
.. Unfortunately, if there is a Ticket Desk, and/or (ironically) if it's an 
event where proceeds go to charity, it's often just impossible to offer 
variable pricing.  So i do lots of readings for free elsewhere.

=#3:: Fundamental Importance: The smart and careful way to handle 
their payment, to VISIBLY GUARANTEE the Client's satisfaction:
.. They lay their cash or ticket on your table at the start, committing it 
then.  But it stays there, under some sort of paperweight, easily IN 
THEIR REACH to SNATCH IT BACK at ANY MOMENT, and walk away.
.. You pick their payment up at the end, but only if they're satisfied.
.. And of course, at the start, you explain this rule to them.

=#4:: Also Key: The smart and careful way of handling Client's time:
.. The Reading Timer is NOT some kind of Stopwatch, or Cooking Timer, 
constantly clicking down toward Zero like an Explosive Bomb!!!
.. Ideally, get the kind of clock made for bedside tables, with time of 
day in big numbers, and beside it put a pen and piece of paper.
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.. Starting the Reading Timer works like this:  >You, or better yet the 
Client, look at the clock and write down the current time as Starting 
Time.  >You and Client do the difficult arithmetic together, adding their 
Reading Length, and writing down the Ending Time.
.. Now either of you, at any moment with just a fleeting glance, can 
compare the clock with the written Ending Time to see what's left.

=#5:: DON'T quit early, even if Client swears you've already answered 
every question they came in with, to perfect satisfaction.  Given just a 
little time remaining, you can give them a little more.  Here's my 
favorite options with a Tarot deck:
.. You ask the cards this:: “Please tell us what else we should know.”  
Draw one, two or three cards as time allows and quickly dive in deep.
.. What I call “popping popcorn”:: You even get a percussive rhythm 
going.  >Client asks the next random question about their life that 
comes to mind, but it must be one quick breath.  >You don't listen to 
the questions, your hand pulls a card, and in a single breath, you blurt 
whatever first association comes.  >Run out the clock, but i'm sure 
you'll pause for thought if something stunning happens.

=#6:: Bring your things of Beauty, and your sources of Wisdom, to the 
Fortunetelling Table, both for your Inspiration and to show the Clients 
who you are.  A side table close by, with a lovely and interesting 
statuette, or an arrangement of crystals, on neatly folded silk, and/or a 
small pile of books with their odd and curious titles showing.  It's hardly
fair to require your Clients to trust a total stranger.

=#7:: Good Luck!!

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: !Beware The Surprise TEACHING Reading! :>

Now and then,
this will throw all your other plans out the window,
so try not to be too surprised, and do your best::

Client expects INSTRUCTION in the PSYCHIC ARTS. (!!!)

=>FIRST=> Consider: You're adding Teacher to roles
you're already playing - Physician, Artist, Leader -
and Teacher is a whole lot like those, isn't it?
And it's basically Human Instinct anyway.

=>NEXT=> Consider: Spirits, who taught you,
might, just as likely, show up and teach Client too;
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None of this Magic Lore is trying to hide itself from us;
Especially Tarot often talks out loud to any Earnest Seeker;
And why? I guess because it's our culture's Favorite Psychic Art.

=>FINALLY=> Don't worry; i have a dodge for this::
You talk Client thru DOING a READING for THEMSELVES;

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: !Good Dodge For The Surprise TEACHING Reading! :>

You might talk Client thru doing a reading for themselves like this::

Let's say the popular thing:: CLIENT WANTS TO LEARN TAROT,
then start like this::

Give the whole deck of cards, right in front of Student, and say::
“Take them in your hands, spread them out, faces up to look at;”
and you start doing it, to encourage this startling familiarity.

Now point to a card, one you know personally, hand it to them,
and BRIEFLY tell a tale, from your stash of Fortuneteller Lore,
or compare two cards, or tell a phrase or picture you love.

And all this at the start has one main purpose:
Reveal that the deck's an Intelligent Being, and IT IS FRIENDLY.

When Student seems to understand, turn the cards face down,
stack them up, put the stack right in front of Student again,
and spread the cards, enticingly, to left and right.

Now DEMAND that the Student MUST go get one question,
from the center of their heart, one quite sincere question,
really important, and you ABSOLUTELY REFUSE to proceed
if they try to FAKE with a question they don't care about.
(Believe me, do this to wake up any Amateur Scientists.)
(To transform them into Earnest Seekers.)

Nowadays, i notice the slowest to commit are Young People,
the opposite of my youth, when we were avid for The Occult,
while the Older Generation clung to faith in War and Money.

Nowadays (surprise!)::
It turns out Magic didn't save the world from War and Money,
so i say my role includes finding a door that does open for them.
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And so yes,
For an Earnest Seeker reluctant to accept the Objective Reality
of their new Magic Friend, i have this humbling suggestion:
They ask their question out loud, talking TO THE DECK,
and at the end of that, they tell the deck “PLEASE”,
before they're allowed to draw a spread of cards.

And once they muddle thru, or breeze thru, that::

A: Teach the simplest clearest spread that would be of use,
to just begin addressing their question, and go slowly.

B: Open your MENTAL TELEPATHY RECEIVERS Wide,
to perceive every nuance of the intimacies they'll show you.

C: Whenever possible, give them hints but not answers.

D: Here's an awesome tool when you don't know what to say;
You ask “?What should i tell this person?” and you draw a card.

E: At the end, you DEMAND they THANK THE DECK.

F: And i guess i leave the rest to you.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: Mental Telepathy is Real, Usually Safe, Often Profound. :>

I want to just tell a little story,
involving Mental Telepathy,
that's one of my Army Adventures,
and scarcely believable to me at that time,
which i feel makes this point of Safe and Profound.

One night me and a New Guy in the Ambulance Squad,
me being Corporal, we two saved a soldier from freezing,
by finding the soldier and delivering to hospital efficiently,
in challenging conditions,
up on a vast mountainous Military Maneuver Range.

Well, driving back thru the night, to our assigned position,
a long bumpy ride on blacked-out roads of frozen rutted mud,
we had a penetrating and profound telepathic conversation,
New Guy and Corporal Me,
that i, so physically absorbed into the wheel, throttle, clutch,
and so emotionally uplifted by our very excellent achievement,
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and so intellectually committed to a rookie fresh out of training,
and my senses so open to the deadly night, to find our way,
and the vehicle so poorly heated, all like a floating dream,
yet i knew it was something unexplained and very real.

Somehow, New Guy didn't talk, or hardly ever,
while, for sure sounding like an idle disjointed rambling chat,
i felt i was answering every comment of his before he spoke,
while my Inner Vision beheld, far off, new vistas of Wisdom.

My Soul was expanded, very TENSE and AWAKE;
So i made every turn, and brought us back safe,
and the Sun came up in time to thaw our bones.

Nowadays, any thought this wasn't Real is very long gone.

Actually that skill, Hearing What's ALMOST Said,
You can be sure for me it happens regularly now,
at some point of almost every Divination Session,
even persists a bit afterward, talking with others.

Here's how i understand this:
Rather like a Wheelbarrow of Story,
or a Movie full of Intimacies,
when someone has a Bucket of Words,
if it is intended for you,
they might project and you might receive.

So, is it true Mental Telepathy's often Profound?:
For my most favorite analogy, from Science,
of How This Works, What It Feels Like,
and Why It Can Find VAST WISDOM,
please see the next section;
It involves Song Birds.

So, why say Telepathy's just “usually” Safe?:
The Corrupt Entertainment Stars,
Horrible Hypnotic Fascist Politicians,
Glorious Commanders of Patriotic Wars,
all the Random Abusive Psychopaths as well,
all make use of whatever telepathic skills they have,
and we all know too very well, what horrors they can wreak.

Well, that's enuf of that.

~~ ~~ ~~
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~~ ~~ ~~

>>: !My SONG BIRD Analogy of Mental Telepathy!  :>

There's an Evolution Science theory i believe from observation::

For a very long time, at some junction of our Human development,
many or most of our Ancestors dwelled in very broad landscapes 
FLOODED with Song Birds;

It was these creatures from whom all Human speech, and song,
all the instruments of Bow and Wind that imitate the voice,
and i suggest the Animating Rhythms of ALL Human Art,
and our Human experience of Mental Telepathy too;
The many-throated family of Birds That Sing;
I believe it's THEY who gave us ALL THAT.

So says my interpretation of a genuine Science theory.
Or, at least we'll say this is a Good Analogy.

Yeah?  So what?  What are your observations?

Hey, you try it! .. First the start-up instructions:
> Wherever you live, move somewhere with lots of Song Birds,
and where you have a back yard that is a Forest Meadow.
> Form a daily habit to go out seeking conversation.
> Take a chair so you're quite obviously Human.
> Wear a good hat in case of sneak attack with acorns.
> If a coffee drinker, get a mug big enuf for an hour or two.
> If a Hippie, bring your Smokes, maybe the Shaker, not the Drum,
for we wish a smooth-flowing non-percussive background.
> Your first few visits:  Make no sudden movements.

Now the First Effort on your First Visit, of great importance:
.. You compose your BIRD NAME !!
.. Of course it's fine to rehearse, but ideally you assemble it now::
.. Picture the interior shape of their mouths, and form that cavity
inside the front of your mouth, with your lips and tongue.
.. Now find a cry in your Soul that shouts: “=>I AM HARMLESS<=”
then squeak and chitter it thru that bird's mouth you made.

And since at first that's ABSOLUTELY all they care about from you,
just call out “!i am harmless!” whenever one looks at you,
!!>OF COURSE THIS IS TELEPATHIC<!!
and you're now equipped to join the Avian Web,
at the level of a Pleistocene Toddler;
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In ensuing months::
Expand your talk, while finding gentle ways to help their lives,
as i grew a wildwood arbor full of raspberries in the yard,
and you may start seeing Avian signs of Friendship.
SPECIAL Prize:: If they let you watch them raise babies,
who will know you next year too.

And don't you think, that's reasonably PROFOUND right there?

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

>>: !More, More, More of My SONG BIRD Analogy! :>

OF COURSE:: The backyard work with birds took a few years,
it is one of the most Spiritually Rewarding works I ever did, 
and if you want more, it's lavished with poems in my blog.

But finally, i promised a rich explanation for the Visual Sense,
in Telepathic States, of whole broad Landscapes Of Wisdom,
which we might try to reach, which i did find with them;
(In a rather stunning experience,
they introduced me to New England's Land Energies;)
So PLEASE IMAGINE THIS::

It's a moment before dawn.
You lie on your back, eyes shut,
on a fragrant soft carpet of fallen leaves,
while forest above is rustled by a gentle breeze,
vast woods singing in a spirit voice maybe like ocean surf,
and here, and there, and everywhere, birds are waiting for the Sun.

Yes, tragically, it's not a kind of place you will find any more.

But, in imagination this is near the simple village where you live;
and you are entering a transformation so you'll really hear them.

Like perhaps you've come of age, and you sat a vigil here all night;
Or you may be waking from the first Partaking of your Heart's Love;
Or you are on the brink of Death;
Or you were called by some Powerful Spirit;
However it was, deep in your bed of fragrant leaves,
your eyes are still shut but your Soul is TENSE and AWAKE,
for you are with them waiting for the Sun.

Now up comes a great mass of voices shouting from the East.
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Now look: Please, please, Don't think i think i kno ANYTHING at all,

about COSMIC WISDOM; .. But:

It seems that in our Quest for It, meaning our Physical Lifetime,

there are two Great Initiations in our relationship with other Beings;

Where we realize Cosmic Unity with All Others::

once across All Time, once across All Space;

And it seems to me that Telepathic feel of Vast Landscapes

must be the Omni-Space Great Initiation,

which your Physical Body, you lucky person, will now feel physically.

~~ ~~ ~~
~~ ~~ ~~

Oh well, SURELY i've talked enuf by now.
Isn't there any Open Discussion??
Maybe a Fried Dough cart?

(.Here is the end of this Long Narrative Poem.)
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=> Revealed: My Thin Claim To Be Druid Of New England <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #2

You and me, i think we got along together okay in Letter #1?
That wasn't excessively unfamiliar was it?

Now it's time for me to reveal Magic when the WAR OF TERROR got
going, when it manifested “OUR” Side's first city-killing bombing raid;

But it was a Pagan Resistance called up in a strange forest camp,
beautiful grotesques of trees on hillside terraced full of boulders.

And in the largest space, a gathering circle around a fire hearth.

I'll call it Dadaist Pacifist Activist MAGIC we piled in rings of careful
Anarchist Reasoning then cast into a trans-etheric fire,

in a rented Boy Scout camp, ..

Where I persuaded everyone to self-declare as an
Anarchist Assembly of Pagans in New England, ..

EXACTLY Prefiguring, i Swear, all the Occupy Camps i saw years later,

But this was the HELLISH weekend a rich politician
magicked up Our Side's first night of city-leveling

EXPLOSIONS in that war, .. Casting us into
the hellscape we inhabit now:: ..

THAT WEEKEND when the ENDLESS TERROR WAR was begun; ..

Our gang was Whoever Showed Up 
to the summons of a PIERCING SCREAM 
(piercing thru time?), i felt as pressure
in my upper body on the deepest
telepathic vibrations,
(if i'm explaining this clearly) ..

Screaming during the whole preceding week;
.. When i stopped to hear, was summoning that
weekend's little-noticed meeting to be attended,
a Pagan Regional General Assembly stepping into
conscious existence; .. For our community to
flex a little power
in answer to the horrible emergency; ..

And i possessed sufficient Anarchist Theory even then; .. and the Deep
Scream, furthermore in those deeps, held this image:: Me finding the
Pagan Newsletter i'd tossed aside, containing the little-noticed Advert,
and another visual image of making the Phone Call to attend..
!!WOW!! ..
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.. Why not remember a Magic Vortex (Utterly Smoked), in a grove
clearly both haunted and enchanted, where the trees arranged

themselves beautifully in a Giant's Garden of enormous pebbles?

For even tho our camp attendant, the friendliest of drunks,
who amiably attended Pagan Circle in official Scouting Uniform,

and HE voted there should be an Emergency Druid Of New England,
and then voted me to do it, even so.

Of course, if you weren't there that day, or if you just forgot,
then never mind.

And, seeing that i am a Soldier of the LADY, i have taught and led
anyways.

But AT LAST, that one of our myriad emergencies is over,
so in all good sense, i must resign at last.

(signed) Post-Officio Emergency Druid Of New England.

(.Here is the end of this Official Public Notice.) 
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=> Should I Give My Disease A Personal Name Now? <=

Aka: Letters From The Farm #3

My Disease; Is it time for me, in giving it a name,
to grant a seat not only at my Funeral,

Dear Reader, excuse me;

I’m too busy right now, but i WILL get back here and explain

this joke to you at My First Convenience, i will. I kno, i do. It’s onlyi

HAVE NOT explained myself to you, my state of mind and point of

view; For if you can understand WHY i find this blog post is funny,

then you might have the fun of chuckling at this blog post too.!!!

(By the way, this is a Druidic type riddle, reading my mind backwards.)

But i really don’t have time right now, i’m up in Letter #5.

I saw an eclipse of the Moon this morning -sr

but at my Feasting Table?

And what would its name be?

If this makes NO SENSE to you, QUIT reading now,

For you must fear your own imagination.

And what has White Dog Spirit got to to with this?

Encouraging, challenging friend of the old days,

outside of memories, haven’t seen in years.

White Dog,

why did you come in Moonlight last night,

and say that?

.. You shouted that it is you.

Is that Good? What did you mean?

I hear the forest so much now,

as Winter closes.

Wait!

i’ve drawn the “Eggs” card!

(.Here is the end of this blog post.)
(.That refers to the “E” card in Singing Fish Tarot,

 which is quite optimistic and encouraging.)

(..evol iohweraepsekahsfoydorapasisihtrewsna..)
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=> White Dog Spirit – A Being Of My Long Acquaintance <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #4

Our little series here, i had no idea how to get it started,
but it started, and now we're here.  Praise my Muses!!
Station Four!!

And our series is like a popular kind of radio in this region:
A Serious Historical Tour of True Occult Magic Stuff,
but for someone thinking of taking up the work,
with me offering lore i kno of this region.
!!.CLASSIC.!!

So, to get you up to date:
Politically, understand,
years ago, when i was looking all around in New England,
there was an Uneasy Boundary, !with good Peacemakers!,
between the Awoken and Awaking Native Peoples,
on the one hand,
and the bizarrely accoutered Euro Pagans.

And i was, three times, me being a leading Storyteller,
and Magic Teacher of the Euro Pagans, thus three times,
i was brought into Ceremony as one of the Peacemakers,
For White Dog Spirit, no warning, would appear as Ghost,
but with a smile to me, the strangest call to duty imaginable,
and physically led me to a ceremony space with people there,
i portrayed the Honest Sensible Euro Pagan among them,
and some peace was found, and i left.
Three times!  Such bizarre beauty.
What an artist (!!!!!)

Bizarre?  You want Bizarre?
So (s)he appears just exactly as a vaporous medium-size dog ghost,
like that, and smiles a wink, and leads me happily away.
I mean, Turn One it's sidewalk around a building in a public park,
small auditorium, exhibition, space where the Native Nation there
were having the Annual Pow-Wow, advertising =>!EUROS INVITED!<=.

And Me, i put on a real Druid's Cap i have,
.. which some there did see and understand,
.. and on arriving watched an early round of dance competitions,
.. .. listening attentively to the announcer's commentary,
.. and among the small displays of exquisite small art on offer,
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.. .. i had a very nice chat with an old gentleman,

.. .. about the Sacredness of the work,

.. .. during which i expressed basic knowledge of Sacred Pipe.

.. So it was lunchtime, i go out to the car for money for lunch,

.. close the car, turn round, THERE (S)HE IS! WOW!

Of course I pulled my cap down on my head and followed.

Kno how i knew when we got there?
This was the same way all three turns,
(S)he suddenly melts into invisibility again
and THERE i would be, wherever.
What a Fun Park ride.

You can find “An Eagle's Mighty Flight” in the thin memoir
paperback, and in the blog:  A true narrative of my Second
Turn, when I stood in the camp of a Wood Sculpture family,
at their fire, and with the liminal status of Ethnic Stranger,
impartially relayed a divination i'd been given for them,
a divination i had from a God whom we share,
and this pacified a painful misunderstanding among them,
feels Mythic like a Noble Deed i've done.

You can find that telling, and i can't tell it any better here.
And my Final Turn, not yet discussed, is not ready to discuss.
But this duty, which was somehow my duty, was NOT ALL easy.

Also, before turns started, White Dog had come scouting me,
appeared standing in Circle at my Wiccan 2nd Degree,
winked, but then left me wondering for years.

So let's go back and finish My FIRST TURN i was describing.
You won't be disappointed.  Maybe surprised.
Remember, i am a Soldier of The Lady,
On Duty.

And I Bet You Can't Guess What::
by All-Powerful Circumstance it was as if i re-shaped
into the EURO PAGAN MILITARY ATTACHE, so to speak,
at a Black Panther squad of AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT,
just like that. Yes, within moments i was inside THAT ceremony.
!!.STRONG MAGIC.!!
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Do you understand any about Revolutionary Struggle yet?
See, i just bill myself as Peace Revolution Medic Corporal; While
it seems A.I.M. Local had a QUITE impressive MARTIAL ARTS Corporal;
Little Guy, cooda beat the shid outta me with one hand;
And THERE White Dog deposited me, a terd waiting for them,

For (s)he had walked me right into somebody's Tepee!
Big empty boldly painted Sun-lit Tepee Tent, very tall,
(s)he'd walked me near the very bright-lit center,
where (s)he whispered: Face the door and wait.
And (s)he vanished like a twirl of smoke up to the Sun.

Then, examining the tent's paint i realized where i was:

The American Indian Movement's, Black-Panther-inspired,
semi-secret Community Defense Martial Arts program!!
(which i'd heard rumor of) !!HAS REACHED NEW ENGLAND!!
And here i was trespassed in !THEIR! tent.  ?Good idea???

I'll briefly summarize for you the Male Fancy Dance Ritual action,
On ground that lies out on the Good Red Road, i'm sure::
> Possible Political Rivals dancing toward PEACE thru Mutual Honor;
.. He cooda whooped the piz, instead he personified Cautious Respect.
> I shall describe our “Ritual Dance for Allied Soldiers” briefly::

I swear, they absolutely knew White Dog brought me there.
See, it's a big round tent, with the entry flaps open to an arch,
and i look up, there they are, about nine of them, with the guy who's
obviously Corporal in the front, not large people, relaxed confident
people, in outdoor clothing, our local AIM Community Defense Team,
And they're not like we're friends.

They were ready. They must have called White Dog to go get me.
??Maybe this was THEIR GRADUATION CEREMONY, for all i kno??
In a marching step they swaggered in and formed a rectangle;
their stubby pugilistic Corporal in front of me very much at ease.

You think i'm lying, don't you?
I said to myself: This might be hard.

But suddenly, just from some hint in this guy's style,
i realized suddenly where we were simultaneously,
and if correct, i must suspect his style's a MIME,
suspecting he is luring me to where they are,
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and if correct, i kno his country well enuf
for i too was born there, out in the Texas Prairie!

(I'm sorry, are you keeping up with this?
The Psychic Realm can get a bit prohibitively dimensionally complex,

but why not try? For this will be !How The Birds Dance!)

You might read, in the Army Stories paperback,
about my High School Army Cadet Career, out there,
where i was even promoted High School Cadet Major,
already with the trademark Ev-Eue attitude,
in a Poor High School, Mexican edge of Houston,
what is called the Buffalo Grass Prairie.
(Watch your step for rattlesnakes.)

And we are here for a dance of =>TERRITORIAL PRAIRIE COCKS<= 

Well, okay, because HOPEFULLY
i only need to LOSE GRACEFULLY.
Look out, here he comes.

The fella, on his trespassed ground, steps up to me.
Makes a big shrug like ruffling his wing feathers,
and leans at me, squinting at me with one eye.

I kept my Coool.
I stood up straighter, with my shoulders back,
my elbows just a little open, like I might flap,
but i stepped a half-step back.

!!WAIT!! .. I've lost track of the !!REVOLUTIONARY POLITICS!!

~~ ~~ ~~
And Wadda-Duck,
True story, and i've told all the best parts,
so, for now at least, i shall leave this true story there.

Don't worry, we both knew the moves; I signaled surrender,
he chittered and chirped extremely firm not angry;
Did NOT want apology, pointed to the door,
The team came to attention and i went out with a little strut.
Good training for me too.
So that was my First Turn with White Dog Spirit.             Good Day!!

(.Here is the end of this poem.)
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=> Lunar Eclipse – A Romance <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #5

This little farm, in mountain poverty country,
in a high valley by a rocky marshy river,
is very near the great round MOON;

i kno, for i step out my dim-lit kitchenette door,
right onto my DARK, ROOFLESS front porch in a farmyard,
a tidy gravel-grass field thickly surrounded by shadowy tall trees,
and my eyesight's quite often overcome by SHE; Just sailing right
over the Freaking Farmhouse in the clouds, which are VERY nearby,
.. Such a fascinating object of Human Contemplation.

I wonder if MOON is a pious worshiper of the Gleaming Stars!!
Have you thought of that? And i wonder if Her light transmits
the Magics of the Gleaming Stars to us!!
Multitudes of Humans have seriously mused this, SURELY;
And maybe it's true!

Such IS the visual experience.

But this morning early i beheld a Near-Total LUNAR ECLIPSE!

Well first, out of somewhere deep in Human Instinct,
arose a judgment:: i MUST read what i saw as an Omen.
I can report there's a Strong Human Instinct for doing that;

And i felt sure: This could reveal the entire World Situation Now;

And to me looked like an I Ching Trigram while Transforming.
Isn't that strange? Which Trigram? Which Transformation?
Such is the Mind's Eye.  Isn't that primitive and foolish??

Go get a pencil and write this down::
>This Trigram: “Bottom Shut; Middle Open; Top Shut”<
>It was turning anti-clockwise to point up,
>And transforming to: “Bottom Shut; Middle Shut; Top Open”,
>And lots of sparks are being generated in the ether.
That is what i saw this early morning.

What?? I Ching in the MOON??
So, just, like, maybe, you believe in this,
Got any guesses what it means?
Is that erotic?
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WELL NO. I'll have to look it up, and my book's in a cardboard box!
I loved I Ching so long ago, till my passion for Tarot pulled us apart.

My favorite is still Wilhelm-Baynes, a sunny yellow cover hidden
in a gray paper wrap; I feel that I Ching version's excellent,
and mine's dusty in a cardboard box.

So, NO, that observation is what my Mind's Eye saw,
but i AM NOT OFFERING ANY INTERPRETATION.
ALL RIGHT, Wait, i'll look.
(Oh, it was right beside my little box of tiny sculptures!!)

This is Wilhelm-Baynes, big foldout inside the back cover;
>I find a printed chart “Key For Identifying HEXAGRAMS”;
>My eyes shift leftward to MY notes that i hand-lettered;
>My own research results, “Complete Guide To TRIGRAMS”,
which you don't have in your book, do you?

Don't worry, i'll tell you what mine says;
It shifts completely from geometry to !!.STORYTELLING Mode.!!
Here, listen to my Lookup Chart's de-coding::
.. “The Clinging, Light-Giving Fire, Middle Daughter”;
That's our first trigram mentioned above, here's the other::
.. “The Joyous, Joyful Lake, Youngest Daughter”.

?Well, what does that tell us??
.. Our clinging light-giving fire, our Middle Daughter,
.. turns anti-clockwise to point up(??), changing into::
.. Our joyous joyful lake, our Youngest Daughter.

We can see a story somewhere in that, can't we?
Could this be a story of GIVING BIRTH, maybe?
Certainly more material for our comprehension,
than Geometry!!!

The Soul of I Ching is POETIC STORY.!!
Altho, in its Fortunetelling Oracle, the most ancient
poem-stories of China are taken, and chopped up
in little photographic snapshots, a Picture Land
thru which you follow Disembodied Confucius
who helps you fit your snapshots together.
And yes, i guess that's a reasonable description of it.
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And Wilhelm-Baynes is itself a Great Book;
An I Ching Encyclopedia far beyond the Oracle itself,
and BTW: you can make MY LOOKUP CHART for yourself,
for you'll find those Storytelling Terms i've used here,
are revealed beautifully, organically, in less-read chapters;
Just ready for you to explore sometime, my friend.

But of course, the more this is so beautiful,
the more we are so hopelessly enchanted;

Look here, Dear Reader: Are we MESMERIZED?
Have you ever even heard before of using
I Ching to Read The Moon? Me neither.
Who made that up this morning?

That is a new one on me, but that's how My Eyes,
My Friends, Telepathic Beings, reached outside this reality,
for truly-in-fact-Cosmic Energies, and they being also ME,
for ME, they strove to report the truth here.

!!AMAZING!! .. Is that how Vision Magic works?
At the puzzle's base, the Unboundedness of Personal Identity,
is that how we can decode the Cosmos here for us?

Magic Vision somehow works thru !!UNIVERSAL LOVE!!, surely.

(.Here is the end of this Alchemic Recipe.)
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=> Local Networking <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #6

!!Hello Good Aaaaaaaaa!!

When we last communicated i was in a truly dire state: Suffering a bit 
of Personality Disintegration at the hands of a domestic partner with 
apparent Bbbbbb Ccccs.  No shit.

You my Good Lady, on the other hand, had mentioned the extremely 
sane possibility of maybe taking part in an Art Project, if i propose one 
that is entirely about DDDD's kind of subject matter, and with your 
possible role to be determined.  Or so, at least, i think you said.

Well, I have attached a 16-page NEW IDEA that might fit perfectly.

My new project is called “New England Style Fortunetelling”.  And i'll 
type that again: “NEW ENGLAND STYLE FORTUNETELLING”.  The 16-
page file i attached is its “INTRODUCTION”.  In part, i regard this as an 
exercise in the Social History of Divination.

As an art project, it's already several weeks old.  As you've probably 
heard, i'm at A Sacred Place now, aka. Sue's Farm, but I actually have 
the Art Project officially recognized as part of my farm work, furthering 
the farm's official board-established objective of Local Networking;
As well as my Registered Goal: “to worship Nature”.

And, speaking of Networking: That did shape the project on the day 
when its concept took the well-defined form you see in the booklet.

That happened on local summer's end: Town-Wide Flea Market Day, 
where you put up a jumble-sale and local-produce table in a tent by 
your farm driveway, .. some good friends from Vermont come set up 
their Spiritual Jewelry Tent, .. and then your neighbors drive around to 
shop, chat, and sample home brew cider.  A good Mabon!!

My official part this year was Local Networking.  I put up a simplified 
sensible version of my super-fancy Educational Fortuneteller's Parlor 
Tent that I create every August at the Psychic Fair we co-sponsor, but 
done here with more down home style, for the neighbors.

As you kno, here at A Sacred Place, we're out a ways from Canaan 
Center, so it's folks along our road who stopped in: not many, but prime
for Local Networking.
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And among them was a small family group whom Beven Long, who lives 
here too, called “the smart people up the road”.  It turned out they are 
not only interested, but knowledgeable in divination.

And I had the great honor of helping their teenage son make a 
breakthrough in using Tarot for his spiritual needs.  Afterward, his Mom 
and I had a conversation alive with ideas that lit the Alchemic retorts or
something, gave my project the whole thing it has now.

And now that the booklet is finished, and also its companion blog post, 
over the winter I plan to seek local opportunities to lecture, teach, or 
storytell, the interesting, original, and topical, Pagan-ish, material that's
developed, by storytelling, in those pages.

Yes, the booklet is a Pagan-ish piece of Storytelling Art in itself.
It is titled:: "New England Style Fortunetelling Introduction";

It is a 16-page Narrative Poem with 2 Fine Art schematic diagrams by 
the author.

It very seriously discusses our region's place in the Social History of 
Divination, and makes a case that our region has developed a distinct 
and very excellent way of going about that important work.

But even assuming that interests you, and i bet it does; What can I do 
in lecturing and storytelling?  After all, i've been unintelligible recently.

Even admitting that my topic is intriguing (as i think you will) any 
audience would be justly disappointed if the skill to make it entertaining
wasn't there, wasn't equal to such a strange and large subject.

And I do NOT currently have tech to make decent audio myself.

But of course, you CAN guess about how I'd talk from the writing.

I formed this style of writing by a study of the wonderful poems, always
entertaining, always full of colorful anecdote, always more or less 
related to the news, always able to find your walking-heartbeat rhythm, 
that were published regularly by most of the magazines and newspapers
in Pre-Audio America.

And then, sticking with American History again, there came to us the 
Golden Age Of Radio.  That was when Audio was already in our homes, 
in Radio Sets, but Video Scopes were only in Sc-Fi Flicks, in Space 
Ships, so you'd otherwise walk to a Theater and pay at least ten cents.
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So instead, stay by the Radio and hear the long-perfected style of the 
magazines and newspapers, spoken out loud by good actors.

And, in my early career, there were years when Standup Story (Memoir, 
Spirit Voyages, the Classic British and Greeks) that was fully one third 
of my Life's Work, intertwined with Teaching and Painting, which is truly
a gestural form of speech.

And after all, I'm a New England Elder Druid in the woods.  I've learned 
TALKING WITH BIRDS, and i tell people how in poems.

In close, I MUST give you more idea of this project's Magical Philosophy.
Let me put it poetically, if I may:  The core process of those 16 pages is
an Alchemy.  Sexual Intercourse and War, always discussed as complete
opposites, never quite portrayed, alternate in a framework, a process
growing from weakness to an explosion of Humane Wisdom. Yes,
i also wrote a Post-Modern Historical Romance Novel like this.

Also it is packed with a Genuine Expert's distilled practical advice, so 
YOU can do this New England Style Fortunetelling for yourself, then
maybe next year, YOU put on a Public Psychic Fair where you are;
That's the Activist Message of my effort: Public Divination.

Please let me know if you're interested in participating in the project in 
some way.  At the very least, I can certainly see you DDDD folks helping
by producing some audio or video, and maybe appearing in it.

You have my highest regards always. -Stone Riley

(.Here is the end of this Art Business e-mail.)
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=> The Voices Here <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #7

THE VOICES, of these woods, are HALLUCINOGENIC.

For me, Legal Official, Life-Saved-Medical POTHEAD,
(my medicine a crime till recently in many places;)
PUBLISHING MY OWN POETRY now, it's not one bit
exaggerating nor old psychedelic habits of speech;
You can believe it, Freak::

HALLUCINOGENIC voices here!

I mean, the Usual Muses to whom i became accustomed,
living in New England's South Coastal Slope country,
before climbing up here;

The JUNGLE-land final glacial-gouged outflows from these
mountains here, far far far downhill into Long Island Sound;
There's a Tangled Jungle, haunted much like Gulf Coast bayous;
But land of boulders jumbled by glaciers, not surf-washed sand;
Great vegetative mass of vine-draped trees rooted in snow melt.

Yes, down in the haunted South Coastal Slope, New England;
There be some Peculiar Muses, of both WILD Wood and Ocean,
but not SO LOUD like these here, no, no.
We need a Treaty with the Fairies, for one thing;

That would get my vote,
and i don't mind saying so.

(.Here is the end of this oddity.)
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=> Getting Well <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #8

Hello.

A:: Speaking as a human being, how do you expect me to feel sympathy
with someone who will never, never, never apologize and explain to me,

for the cruel hostilities they showed me, some quite egregious,
over a period of years??

Is it even humanly possible for me to feel sympathy with such a person?

No apology and explanation, then no sympathy; that is how the human

mind works.  And how could it be otherwise,

just as a matter of simple logic?

For example: How many times did you flat out say to me:

“You are my enemy!”?  And you did that for no visible rational cause.

Do you still classify me your enemy?  Maybe you do; I don't know.

And an enemy, by definition, is someone who you 

purposely hurt.

And of course I ALWAYS wonder: Would you murder me if you had

a chance?  You once told me, with yearning in your voice, with

your hands around my throat, that you would love to

kill me.

What if it were YOU having to go thru financial dealings with

a person who did that to YOU?? What does Contemplation tell you?

And still no apology and explanation, just tirades about the financials.
So how can I even possibly trust you?

B:: Now about this particular issue in the financials:

QUESTION:  In the past 2 months, has the insurance company
been double-paid?  In other words, have you and I both
been paying in full for YOUR home insurance?

IF YES: Then how is my reimbursement owed to you?
IF NO:: Then how is my reimbursement owed to you?

Your answer seems to be:
That I just owe you money for the MANY Fine Generosities
you've shown me in the past.  So according to you, if you
don't get my reimbursement, !!.That.Would.Be.OUTRAGEOUS.!!

This does sound familiar from your !!.OUTRAGE.!! over me
 cashing that measly Solar Panel Reimbursement check,

 just a few months ago, doesn't it?
  Somehow I do not find this logic convincing.
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BUT ON THE OTHER HAND::

When I found this error, I assumed (perhaps incorrectly)
that the answer to that question is “YES” they were double-paid.

(Because you'd probably have noticed if they didn't take your money.)

So you see, everything I've said was based on
thinking the insurance company got double-paid.
And if that's true then my sense of Justice says 
that I, the person they carelessly robbed, 
ought to get the restitution for their negligent theft.

But does your logic even notice my VALID sense of
 Injustice re The Insurance Company??  It doesn't.
So logically I HAVE to ask: Are you only aware of 
an Injustice done to YOU?  Thus Your Logic defies 

MY sense of Justice.  Do you even understand this?

Your refusal to ever Apologize 
and Explain gives rise 

to Absolute Confusion, something typical 
surrounding abusive people.

C:: BUT IN THIS PARTICULAR MATTER:
I also very much want to get this Transitional Business finished!!

So I will agree to you taking this Insurance Reimbursement,
IF you help me get those two Credit Cards CLOSED.

And, my proposal assumes that the balances total around or under
$Zzzz so I'm okay paying in one nasty lump like the Mmmm Card.

D:: MY PROPOSAL

1: You show me the current balances of the Nnn and Ooo cards,

by sending Pdfs of Bank Website Screens or Bank Statements.
2: Assuming the balances total around or under $Zzzz,

so i'll be okay swallowing this all in a big hard lump; …
3: I will send you that much money in a secure form, such as

a Bank Money Order thru Registered Mail, or Equally Secure.
4: You will then pay those two card accounts and close them,

and send me Pdfs of website screens, or e-mails, or equivalent,
showing this was done.

5: You get my Insurance Reimbursement you seem to YEARN for.
In other words: If I have to, I will pay you to leave in TRINKETS.

E:: How does that Ransom Proposal sound at farking last?  -Stone Riley

(.Ps: This is now a blog post about getting well.)
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=> It's Almost Next Year <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #9

==12:18 PM
>You sent

>>>Beven, my dear crewmate, i need a tech for this pellet stove.  The
control is DEFINITELY FRIED.  But shopping for a good tech seems

beyond me at this moment.  I will owe you big favor if find a tech to
replace the computer board of an old pellet stove.  It's a Bbbbbb about

1980. Please and than you.
>You also sent

>>>In the meantime i'm using the electric space heater, of course.  And
see, i told you that old board is f'd, & im a 1980's computer engineer.

>Beven sent
>>>{I'll take a look at it when I come home..but stove wasn't used

much..so I don't know why there's a problem..also I know as much as
you who to call and fix this problem}<<

==12:53 PM
>You sent

>>Yeah please look aty it. BUT i just had a real Fire Emergency that i
just got finished dealing with.  Understand: the $ is by all rights MY

expense, definitely.  BUT: just now i pushed the OFF button to make it
start shutting down the fire, and the auger went into High Speed and

the flames jumped up in size,.  But if you unplug it, your stove & house
trailer fill with smoke.  So the only optiobn was to simply remove all
fuel from the hopper, with a coffee can & one of your long handled

aluminum spoons, which i had to b end a little bit,  but hey.
>You also sent

 it was a REAL FING FIRE EMERGENCY, which i & your nice spoon
handles very well, and right now what is some Medical Vape & a nap.

>You also sent
>>>& and i would appreciate the favor & i'm more elderly than you are,

AND kno how to find a good honest tech in central NH, & i do not.

=1:30 PM
>You sent

>>>i'm still waiting for the last of the big fire in the stove to go out.
Let me mention that the Mechanicals and Electricals seem fine & well
maintained to me.  I think this is a matter of finding a replacement

control panel unit, which will  be::
>>>a newer model that isn't broken, and will be better designed for
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humans to use.
>You also sent

>>>Understand, i think this 1980 electronic board is  burnt like a
chocolate cookie in a stove because it has been on a stove for too many
years.  That is my estimate of the problem & the only way to solve it,.

>>>IT'S MY EXPENSE.

==1:41 PM
>You sent

>>>The fire inside the stove is finally out now.  I'll be out on the porch
maybe 15 mins then hopefully in bed for a hour or two.

>You also sent
>>>Please understand, i like this stove. I've got 2 cozy warm LOVELY

NIGHTS with this stove so far, so i really want it to get fixed.
>You also sent

>>>In fact, if this stove gets fixed, i WILL give it a Female Name.

==4:29 PM
>You sent

>>>After your visit... The BEST solutioN???::
I buy a new pellet stove, have it installed, and

the old one hauled away???   More realistic idea
than repairing???  What's your best guess from a

long life of varied experience??

==4:52 PM
>You sent

>>>Things are always better after a good microwave dinner,
if you started winter with a reserve bank account,

and a functioning Budget..
>You also sent

>>> && ANYWAY:: it's almost next year.

(.Here is the end of this Messaging Chat.)
(.I've had fun with this, haven't you?)

(.Ps Ladies: My house trailer is named “Rocket Ship #49”.)
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=> The Coming Generations <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #10

My Dear Reader;
This time, assuming that you won't mind,
i'll tell some experiences of mine that seem to rhyme somehow;
THEN, if i can, i'll piece together what i'm talking about; Okay?

But whatever it is exactly, we will focus our eyes into THE FUTURE.
Yes? So i think these widely varied events add up to something::

=Event A: THE RECENT LUNAR ECLIPSE::

The entire subject of Letter #5 was a Psychic
Reading of the recent Near-Total Lunar Eclipse.
The reading seemed to say just one thing only:
Our Beloved World will be re-birthed. But how??

=Event B: UNCANNY PSYCHIC READING::

This Mabon, i had some pro-human god's blessing,
in teaching a quite Advanced Student, in one session,
both my Oldest Deck, a Teaching Tool in our Founding of NE. Paganism,
and together with it also my newest deck: “Singing Fish Pocket Tarot”;

And late in our session, we were shifting up from Teaching into Song;
But Fish “3” showed up placed paradoxically, confusing me completely;
As if there's some invisible lens or hinge between the art works;
That's a long-wavelength signal from Somewhere Someone;

I seemed to sense an anomaly, a Profound Riddle,
a knot gesturing to show me something true;

AND, in that psychic moment,
I SMELLED A SWEET WIND FROM THE FUTURE.
Well, that's it, okay?
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=Event C: LAND ENERGIES here resemble a SCI-FI NOVEL I Wrote::

Time with its endless Lying Promises, Impediments, and Horrors,
has beat the Punk out of me, it has. And now crawling up crippled
and naked from Personality Disintegration, it's a steep climb indeed;
And so OH !!.Imagine The SUFFERINGS OF DIVINE EARTH.!!
And yet, in my book of imagination the Land Energies HEAL HER,
as i pray they are, even now, pain by pain HEALING ME.

=Event D:: One of the BEST USES i've ever put an ART WORK to::

=Da:: This found an excellent use: My 1830's Museum Character::
“Anti-Slavery New England Small Town Banker”;

Developed thru a few years of Careful Study and Creative Chat with
tens of thousands of Visitors; individuals, pairs and parties of them;
Most all REALLY up for some Creative Chat on HOW LIFE REALLY IS?,
instead of the Enslaving Question:: ?!.WHERE CAN I GET MONEY.!??
(One Friday going in, i dropped by Occupy with 12 free tickets.)

=Db::  Time of day: In Our Village: 15 minutes after Official Close;
With our Unarmed Security Staff, in Unarmed Security Staff clothes,
fanning out from their office to find and move any tardy Visitors along,
by standing back a ways and making Gentle Shooing Motions at them;

In other words::
That was a peaceful, soft, and gentle autumn afternoon,
Sacred to Wisdom, fading from its bright glow;

And me stepping out of my beloved Bank Exhibit,
in my path ahead were a Sorrowful Couple hand in hand,
Me looking like Lincoln in Top Hat and tailored Swallowtail Coat;
They leaving on the path i step into, 30 meters ahead, mournful, slow.
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=Dc::: Gentle Courtesy::

..Me slowing, me gently beside them;
My character ready to take some weight from them;
My character's 1830's-AUTHENTIC, softly, kindly, courteously,
Tipped top hat; Slow bow at the waist; “Good Afternoon”,
so well practiced, matching their slow step perfectly;

For this age steals Spouses young, Babies out of cradles.

And so now, by the sum total Gentle Courtesy of us all,
we become Pilgrim Souls treading a length of path TOGETHER;

ALL of it: Absolutely 1830'S-IN-CHARACTER-AUTHENTIC,

And my instinctive habit by then in every minute of that art,
For this age steals Spouses young, Babies out of cradles.
So their culture taught: an Active Habit of pitying other's sorrow,
purifies all our hearts' kinship, and thus it comforts every Soul there.

=Dd:: Now, there are Conscious complexities of this Spiritual purity;
As here: My New Englander deeply HATES all who ENSLAVE people,
places SORROW ITSELF there, builds a Wise Virtuous Logic for it,
and will Logically ground his Spiritual Sympathy for these THERE,
While others will find a Passionate Logic of their time seizes them.  

So he bows as if finding a ragged pair of Escaped Slaves in the road,
So he bows as if he will carry the weight of THAT on this brief walk,
and their open hearts return that Deep Love, thinking in their terms;

Terms of the Recent HORRID TRAGIC STARVATION MURDER of a city;
But we are now Primordial Comrade Pilgrims of the road.

Naturally then, they offer a greeting of equal Frank Intimacy,
gave it 1 word each, 2 words, with gestures, between them.

She first, pointing to Him, spoke “SARAJEVO”; the murdered city.
He raised his eyes, held them steady into mine, then spoke “yes”.
I deep pondering, whisper: “I hope our museum was a good day.”
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First let me tell you something that did not come to mind::
Altho, for years, i was a Soldier of our Merciless Imperial Power,
And furthermore even a sometime Soldier of !.IMPERIAL ARTILERY.!,
that Most Heinous profession of Mass Torturers;

Besieging SARAJEVO, defended mainly by this: a Militia of Rifle Snipers;

Besieging for month, after month, and after Merciless Starvation Month,
Besieging by BIG ARTILLERY CANNONS close-up transforming Sarajevo,
to a ubiquitous dust of broken concrete and demolished Human Flesh;
Blasting from the close Closed Ring of the city's once-beautiful hills::

No, ONLY BY LUCK i didn't “serve” in any suchlike Cannoneer Battalions,
and yet i'm able honestly to tell you: That day i did not think of that,
for no, for me there was only sharing their burden that afternoon,
for we were become Primordial Comrade Pilgrims of the road,
a way of succor for both the Enslaved and the Killed Souls.

And i have seldom had such pleasure in a walk;
Felt the weight they'd handed over as a sort of satisfactory comfort,
Like a well-made heavy pack, feeling steady on back and shoulders.
And glancing to them saw he carried her pain while she carried his.

But it's not far.
For there's a spot where i, an initiate of the place, MUST speak up: 
Sadly, we must part company MUCH Sooner than they can expect (!!!)
At a carefully half-overgrown-hidden fork ahead to our Staff Parking,
it's obviously Doctor Who's hyperlink thru time and space;

So i point, and offer the gentle sci-fi joke,
and we all gently laugh.

And you kno, by then i feel like, in entirely different circumstances,
let's go find a nice dinner conversation and some delicious beers,
but that's certainly an unlikely possible future, not that night.

That is surely an event to be given into memory as it is.
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===>LAST EVENT ON MY LIST=>

==>Event E:: Similar, except Comforting THE DESTROYER.

Life does strange things, doesn't it?  This Real Experience

seemed just as likely & complicated as one of My Army Stories;

You'll see.  An event i would improve somehow if i knew how.

I was there showing My Painting “DRONE STRIKE”;

(Ie: “GUERNICA With DRONE”: Shuffled, shrunk, months' work.)

(!!.Except with “Wounded FRIDA KAHLO Screaming” in the street.!!)

It was at a very big National War Resistance conference,

where, The First Time, in the care of Pacifist Psychiatrists,

one of countless US. Soldiers driven far into a dark universe,

by loyal US. Government Service in US. Drone War Corps;
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For the first time, one of those veterans spoke to the public;

me in a Lobby Door watching; and my pseudo-Picasso nicely lit

across the lobby behind me, tall like a monument, on a tall easel;

Before me, at the lectern down there:::

A Haunted Wraith with a horrifying Brief Report of Horror.

Agony In Brief, bundled offstage in a blanket by friends.

Then hurried on:: Their Most ROUSING NYC Black Minister,

A famous HEADLINE PACIFIST ORATOR doing good work,

OF COURSE rushing in to relieve the broken soldier.

So the lobby's rightfully rendered empty for awhile,

till i MAYBE see the Broken Soldier, VIEWING The Picture,

leaning in a dim-lit “Exit” door surely come from backstage;

I think:: Oh! The PALE WRAITH.!!

Then me nodding toward him,

extending psychic fingers out,

i knew myself soul-deep as Elder Army Medic Corporal,

now equipped with a picture of what we'd got into.

~~ ~~ ~~

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~

Memory awakes: For my Field Ambulance Squad, plus whoever;

Back there I did an Indoor Chalkboard Class, of all unlikely things,

us squeezed into a dusty meeting room above Battalion Headquarters,

had a wall-wide chalkboard, filled with a sketch from a Field Manual:

.. Teaching:

.. .. If war came there: How to STAY HIDDEN in those hills?

.. .. They were standing in corners, leaning on the low rafters;

.. .. For i had driven all around there, small vehicles in all weather,

.. .. and constantly thinking as i went;
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.. .. My class titled “Military Crest”; an ancient principle of all warfare.

.. .. (And most intent was: My Guy who's secretly teaching Malcolm X,

.. .. .. who should be recognized as one of the great military leaders,

.. .. .. My Guy, who, in a park with his Young GI Malcolm X class,

.. .. .. one Saturday, may have been their Graduation Day i guess,

.. .. .. they're all springy & energetic as a Ball Team & find me there.

.. .. ..& My Guy, fing bstrd, called Secret Dibs; from under my buttocks

.. .. .. claimed my bench, in a lovely spot fit for noble celebrations.)

.. .. .. & My Guy, fing bstrd, shooed me off.

.. ..I carefully set my chewed cigar butt aside on the podium (for elan),

.. .. .&Began: “Here's how to keep from getting shot at with cannons.”

But in other theater: was My Guy got hit with the Military Insanity.

And i kno no strategy but a careful, watchful, receptive, silence.

<=.End Of Event E.<=

~~ * ~~ * ~~ * ~~

Alright ..

I'm ready (are you?) for looking forward.??

Obviously I have a Tarot here, this is the Singing Fish.

I kno the Fish like to sing little stories to us;

I'll use 3 cards for .. Now .. Future .. Distant Future.

I have: “S” :Sex like the tenderest eroticism. - (now)

I have: “One” :As the holy unity of all things. - (future)

I have: “A” :Mother Eve's apple of wisdom. – (distant future)

!!!.WOW.!!!

Does this foretell our species' long-awaited initiation,

thru some lovely play of ages, substances, dimensions,

to the once-forbidden Tender Wisdom of Holy Mother Eve?
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If so, what may be the timescale of this Beautiful Reality Song?

I have: “P” :Power like the unending strength of Plants;
that is recommended.

(.Here is the end of this Public Prophecy.)
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=> The Fog Will Lift <=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #11

Hodge-podge again, i'm afraid, next-to-last-letter, only 3 pages.

In the prior letter i mentioned a Sci-Fi Novel that somehow
came thru my fingertips, and going thru my brain it had

like a flashing “PROPHECY” smell thick on it.

Has plenty of detail but here's its gist .. LAND ENERGIES
=>AT THE LAST MINUTE<= !?.SAVE MOTHER EARTH.?!

A Future Fiction straining to be heard as Divination.

&You understand, these almost never have a Clear

Scenario, but this Scenario, of HOW She is saved
in this novel:  (??) Reasonably Reasonable (??)

Why? Because NO HUMAN SANITY is required,
and very little sanity can be expected now,

and NOT anytime SOON from Now either,
for the world HAS actually gone mad.

After all:: This is truth::
Days quite like NOW will NEVER BE AGAIN in this BIOSPHERE;

Days quite like NOW will NEVER BE AGAIN on this PLANET;
So what would you expect?

The world has actually gone mad.

It is like this now:

We'd need a HERO COMPOSITE of every Character
ever served in Wise Sagacity as Star Fleet Skipper

aboard Trans-Cosmic Enterprise. .. If it's HUMANS
going to fix this, =>.THAT's WHO WE'd NEED.<=

And they AIN'T showed up yet. .. So let's reckon they won't.

So you ask:: What hope will i reach for next?
Well, have you read Letter 1?

I offered an Alchemic Hope:
From Hellenistic Science:

We can still now increase the Total Sum Of Goodness,
Divine World will erotically bring into its substance,Divine World will erotically bring into its substance,

thru, as Humans call it, Distillation & Refinement;thru, as Humans call it, Distillation & Refinement;
As that Ancient Science describes this reality around us now.

OR Equally:: .. From my hero Jane Roberts:: THE SETH MATERIAL,
Echoes my Greeks clearly in many ways;

But Jane offers visual imaginings of such lush,
tremendous, plant-like Cosmic Weaving Force (Jane's Law oftremendous, plant-like Cosmic Weaving Force (Jane's Law of

Physics), ?Shall i try to describe Current Reality in Seth's terms?Physics), ?Shall i try to describe Current Reality in Seth's terms???
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!!NO!! DON'T bother! Believe me,

you ask our Best Diviners for the Future's BIG PICTURE NOW,

around here anyways, you get Hope, Guesswork, Theory.

Please, no more right now. I want a path forward.

       ?where is forwarD

Our Minds NEED to make it beyond this mad place.

So get us UP OFF this Conceptual Drop Zone we're on,

into those Starry Wisdom Lands our Souls hope lie beyond.

Do you kno Nostradamus? .. .. What? Yes! Old Famous Nostradamus!!
Renowned European Middle Ages traveling Scholar-Alchemist;

Yes, Nostradamus::
He'd sit entranced with BOWL OF WATER, ink, notebook, pen;

At least daily sessions, for multiple years, sat by a window,
in a high mountain town, gazing The Future all around;

And he wed, was a Town Citizen, Librarian & Scribe,
becoming Famous publishing those detail notes,

describing every scene the Waters painted;

Renowned Scholar-Diviner Nostradamus,
encyclopedist of Disembodied Eyesight.

Yes, then me centuries later, in a Boston bookstore;
First time i clasped !!Nostradamus!! in my hands!
Certainly Mind, Heart & Soul cried out for Omen,

Certainly a greatly important thing i should learn!
so i opened it, picked a page near the back & read.

I chanced on:: His pre-vision of =>OUR SITUATION NOW<=
I can describe it for you a little bit; And this novel::

=>>.is based on that.<<=
Whatever gift this is, My Thanks To The Gods Of Wisdom.!!

We have one page remaining in this letter.
Perhaps:: THE FOG WILL LIFT (maybe it's never too late)

~~ ~~*question*~~ ~~

Question: .. ??.What Powers could possibly save Mother Earth.??

Obvious Answer: ... !!.Only The Powers That Made & Make Her.!!

~~ ~~*question two*~~ ~~

.. .. :For Humans: .. ..

?Should We Seek Advice From The Land Spirits?

??.Can we quickly explore this.??
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**WOW* we have 3 QUESTIONS* .. .. ..=>LOOK=> I'm bringing out my

FULL-ON FUTURE-SCRYING Deck now!!

>“SPIRIT HILL TAROT” .. .. Made for pulling shadows from the future.

And it's VIVID MODERN ART, a seer's studies of the Modern Masters;

It has 6-sided cards, hexagons that grow into branching formations;

Let's use the 1-2-3 layout as in other letters, but repurposed.

By the way, by any chance is this your first Tarot Reading?

Incidentally, we don't usually toy with such huge ideas.

In fact, nowadays such huge readings have grown windier & cloudy.

Pull down your hat.

Hexagon 1:. WHAT POWERS CAN SAVE MOTHER EARTH?

Hexagon 2:. WHAT'S OUR RIGHT RELATIONSHIP WITH LAND SPIRITS?

Hexagon 3:. HOW CAN WE ACT QUICKLY ENUF TO PLAY OUR PART?

=I have Hexagon 1:

.. TWO OF AIR:: “Acceptance, balanced force, comradeship.”

.. Picture:: Utterly deep profound balance like word and breath; Pic's

a photo, silver on black plush, a little jewel-like SCULPTURE in clay, OF:

A Breath on a cold morning, says the name of MOON's POTENT LOVER.

=I have Hexagon 2:

.. EMPEROR:: “The Father who makes & knows all names.”

.. Picture:: In a cave, PRIMORDIAL NAMER GOD shapes all beings.

.. Clearly:: Imagine Instinct's whole Passionate ZOO of being Human,

.. Shadowed in the cave: All our odd shapes Evolution doodles as a gift;

MEANING:: We are like THAT to a REAL INCARNATE COLLECTIVE BEING.

How 'bout that?!
=I have: Hexagon 3:

.. QUEEN OF FIRE:: “Guarantor of female honor & family love.”

.. Picture:: Lady Moon's face shines like a beacon light. I DO Kno Her 

Meaning:: Grow the SHINING PEACE OF JUSTICE; Grow it around & 

among us, thereby so well nurtured, we may do what can be done.

(.And here is the end of this Public Eonic Prophecy.)
(.By the way, that Sci-Novel is in the blog.)

(.For some reason it's called: “Surprising Book And Film Reviews”.
(.Do you still have your hat?-sr)
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=>.?? Rebuilding The Hoop House ??.<=
Aka: Letters From The Farm #12

Our last Tarot reading. I'm sure it's time.

I'll ask; “>**Please tell us what else we should know**<”

Then, to generate a reply:

In our HEARTS ask it FULLY, VIVIDLY, draw a 2-card diagram;
1: At the Center of our Vision put a single Spirit Hill Hexagon.
2: At top, a square Fish singing the final utter ending of THAT.

To say:: this asks the LONGEST RANGE FORECAST imaginable,
for 1's supposed to sum up our Whole World Crisis plus its outcome. ::

While 2 relates that NEW STATE OF THE WORLD immediately foretold, ::
:: Ie. 2 shows how Durable & Good will be OUR TRANSFORMATION now.

But WHY all this??:: I think THIS is what wise Nostradamus asked,
(!&that Novel has Fictional Details that reveal the sense of it!)

So: WE STRAIN OUR MAGIC VISION TO ITS UTMOST.

Okay? .Okay? .Okay? .. .. ..=I have  the Center Hexagon:

.. KNIGHT OF FIRE:: “Erotic, attractive, charming, arriving at a gallop.”

.. Picture: POWERFUL BEAUTY!! Multi-colored substance bursting into our

world, energy somehow like the silk on which Milk Weed seeds fly,

for in a good season, Milk Weed fills every meadow of a woods.

>>>That supposedly explaining how Holy Mother's crisis will resolve.

=I have the Singing Fish far far far beyond the Knight Of Fire now;

.. The Fish at the far shore of New Earth>“Vestibule The WAITING ROOM”.

.. And in Doctor N's vision, as i understand it, THAT IS at the far shore.

=>This seems an Unreasonably Optimistic Vision UNEXPLAINED.
To pack into this space what i seem to be seeing: ::: :::

Supposedly, i guess, Mother's crisis will yield a vast EON of PEACE,
for once nearly all Humans are DEAD, then we LEARN TO CALM DOWN,
=>THEN a new worldwide chemistry of Earth & Air revives Living Earth.

So Humans' final disappearance may be when Souls start winking out;
a time when our far-far-off descendants would stumble, non-mass yet

en masse, into public Sub-Space Stations; Drop the whole “body” thing
like a Meat Suit, and go adventuring somewhere else.

This is that novel, and my understanding of Nostradamus too.
But to repeat, this seems to be Unreasonably Optimistically Courageous.

- Your colleague on whatever trip, Stone.
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Links  & Free  Download

That sci-fi novel that LEAPED into PROMINENCE suddenly,
in the last 2 letters, “Surprising Book And Film Reviews”, it's
never been printed, but there's a whole Free Download Pdf in
The Blog, it's own Category Search Line & Overview Page!! 

Home page of my blog “Stone Riley Druid Classroom”:
www.stoneri ley .com/druidclassroom

You can scroll down to the text box & search for “from farm”. 

Letter #1, “Introduction” (long) in its individual blog post:
www.stoneri ley .com/nefor tunetel l ing

Nice starting spot to tour all the letters in their blog posts;
Also you can download this printable booklet there:

www.stoneri ley .com/le t tersfromfarm

Contacting The Author:
www.stoneri ley .com/contactpage

“Forest Center” : Acrylic & digital
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